Nuclear compartmentalization of FAK and FRNK in cardiac myocytes.
Focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and FAK-related non-kinase (FRNK) accumulate in the nucleus of cardiac myocytes during hypertensive hypertrophy. Nuclear FAK and FRNK are phosphorylated on different serines and form distinct bright spots. The subnuclear distribution of serine-phosphorylated FAK and FRNK was examined in this study by double labeling with fibrillarin, a component of nucleoli, and Sam68, a constituent of Sam68 nuclear bodies. We also investigated the role of protein kinase C (PKC)-mediated phosphorylation of FAK and FRNK on nuclear translocation. PKC activation by 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol 13-acetate treatment increased serine phosphorylation of FAK and FRNK. Specifically, FAK was phosphorylated on serine 722 but not serine 910. On the other hand, FRNK was phosphorylated on serine 217, the equivalent site of FAK serine 910, but not serine 30, the homologous site of FAK serine 722. Serine-phosphorylated FAK and FRNK redistributed into the nucleus and formed distinct patterns. FAK with phosphorylation on serine 722 colocalized with Sam68 but not fibrillarin. On the contrary, FRNK phosphorylated on 217 coexisted with fibrillarin but not Sam68. Immunoprecipitation also confirmed that FAK associated with Sam68 and FRNK interacted with fibrillarin, respectively. These results suggest that FAK and FRNK target different nuclear subdomains by their association with distinct nuclear proteins.